
Course Notes 
 
Interesting but not essential knowledge 
 
 GPS stands for Global Positioning System 
 Started in mid ‘90s but not accurate until 2000 when Selective Availability was turned-off 

- accuracy improved from around 100m to <10m 
 A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by GPS satellites high above the Earth.  
 Each satellite continually transmits messages that include: 

o the time the message was transmitted 
o precise orbital information (the ephemeris) 
o the general system health and rough orbits of all GPS satellites (the almanac) 
o the receiver uses the messages it receives to determine the transit time of each message and computes the 

distance to each satellite. These distances along with the satellites' locations are used to compute the 
position of the receiver. 

o this position is then displayed, perhaps with a moving map display or latitude and longitude; elevation 
information may be included 

o many GPS units show derived information such as direction and speed, calculated from position changes 
o three satellites might seem enough to solve for position since space has three dimensions and a position 

near the Earth's surface can be assumed. However, even a very small clock error multiplied by the very large 
speed of light results in a large positional error. Therefore receivers use four or more satellites to solve for 
the receiver's location and time.  

o Although four satellites are required for normal operation, fewer apply in special cases. If one variable is 
already known, a receiver can determine its position using only three satellites to give a less accurate 
(degraded) position when fewer than four satellites are visible. 

 Modern GPS units can generally maintain accurate position fixes even under denser tree canopy.  
o Misleading readings are rare but could occur on steep hillsides (due to signal reflections) 
o Reduced accuracy will occur if less than 4 satellites are in view of the receiver or if they are all in line or in a 

tight grouping.  
These situations are unusual and the receiver will indicate if the signal is weak and navigation accuracy is 
poor. 

o Clouds and weather conditions do NOT significantly affect accuracy. 

 
 
Map, compass and GPS 

 
 Commonsense dictates that we should always have a map and compass with us when going bushwalking and 

know how to use them. 
 You should have at least sufficient map-reading skills to know where you are on the map and in relation to the 

surrounding terrain. 
 Knowing where you are on the map also allows greater flexibility to vary the route away from a straight line to 

the next waypoint (e.g. to avoid thick scrub or to visit features of interest seen off the direct line while walking).  
 It is important to remember that a map can be used in conjunction with your GPS but unless your GPS has 

topographical maps loaded into its memory it is quite useless without a map. 
o A map is durable, doesn’t malfunction if dropped and it’s batteries don’t die 

 It is a matter of personal preference but when the weather is clear I prefer to use the GPS as emergency back-
up and use a map and compass for navigation as it is faster, easier, safer and hones and builds confidence in 
your navigational skills. 

 In severe weather or poor visibility a GPS is probably the easier tool to use but some experience is necessary, 
particularly with those GPS units not having an in-built electronic compass. 

 

Navigation by GPS alone 
 If you are going to rely mainly on the GPS you need to be aware that with many GPS models you have to be 

moving for the GPS direction of travel arrow to correctly point toward your intended destination. 
 



 Generally you will probably know from your map and surroundings the approximate direction to start walking in 
and after only a few walking paces the GPS direction arrow should indicate the correct direction to the 
destination waypoint. 

 While continuing to walk you can then easily make any necessary adjustment to your walking direction. 
 If you have no idea which direction to start walking in, simply move off in any direction and then similarly make 

the direction adjustment so that the walking direction matches the direction indicated by the pointer arrow. 
 My preference is to use a magnetic compass to maintain my direction between waypoints. To do this I obtain 

from the GPS data display the bearing from my current location to the destination waypoint. I transfer this 
bearing to the compass and then use the compass to establish the walking direction in the traditional way. 
o Note here that it is absolutely necessary for you to select the version of “north” you are going to use with 

your GPS. ‘North Reference’ generally gives you the options of: True, Magnetic, Grid or User. 
My preference is to select Grid so that my GPS and map are giving me the same bearings and the 
adjustment when setting-up the compass bearing is the same whether my bearing is coming from the map 
or the GPS. 
It is equally valid to set your GPS to magnetic north so that the GPS and compass are “in tune”. 
Whichever you choose you need to stick with one or the other else risk randomly walking 15ooff-course.  

 One advantage of using a compass routinely between waypoints is that it will save on batteries and that could 
be a key consideration on longer walks.  

 A minor disadvantage is that using the compass encourages less interesting 'straight-line' walking between 
waypoints and detracts from the great flexibility that the GPS offers to vary the route away from a straight line 
and still find the destination. 

 Whichever navigation style you adopt, never forget that the basic GPS unit is NOT a compass and the GPS 
direction pointer arrow does NOT always show you the correct direction to move when you are stationary. 

 
 

Map Projection 
 
A map is a two-dimensional representation of a three -dimensional surface and consequently all maps have 
distortions of distance.  

Lines of longitude are usually referred to as meridians and 
lines of latitude are sometimes referred to as parallels. 
 
Most topographical maps used by bushwalkers are based on 
a Mercator projection. [Mercator was a 16

th
 century Belgian 

cartographer who drew the first really useful nautical charts; they 
allowed sailors to plot straight-line courses and sail by compass 
bearings. These straight-line courses are known as rhumb lines]. 
 
On a Mercator projection the further you move from the 
equator the greater the distortion becomes and Mercator 
projections are not used for Polar Regions as the distortion 
approaches infinity. Earth regions between 84o N or 80oS and 
the poles use the UPS projection.  

 
On your GPS you need to set a parameter called Position 
Format, this is necessary so that the displayed GPS 
coordinates match the map you are using. The topographical 
maps used by bushwalkers in Australia almost exclusively use 
a UTM projection. 
So first thing to do is find the Units menu and then select 
UTM/UPS for the position format. Your GPS usually has some 
version of latitude and longitude as the default position 
format – useful if you are working with some nautical charts 
[or my Fraser Island map!!] but not much use to the 
bushwalker although latitude and longitude are shown on 
the topos we use. 

 

Mercator projection 



Map Datums [a few liberties taken with this description] 
 

Once a projection has been chosen for the map it is necessary to draw an over-lying grid on the map. To do this a 
series of very accurately known ground references are established and a grid is drawn that aligns with these 
reference points.  
The UTM system divides the surface of Earth between 80oS and 84oN into 60 zones, each 6° of longitude in width, 
and centred over a meridian of longitude.  
Zone 1 is bounded by longitude 180° to 174° W and is centred on the 177th West meridian. Zone numbering 
increases in an eastward direction. 
By using narrow zones of 6° of longitude (660 km at the equator) in width the amount of distortion is held below 1 
part in 1,000 inside each zone. 
Each zone is segmented into 20 latitude bands. Each latitude band is 8 degrees high, and is lettered starting from 
"C" at 80oS until "X", omitting the letters "I" and "O". 
The combination of a zone and a latitude band defines a grid zone. The zone is always written first, followed by the 
latitude band. For example, all of mainland Tasmania would find itself in zone 55 and latitude band "G", thus the 
grid zone is 55G. 

 

The over-lying grid is referred to as a Map Datum. 
 

Two map datums are in use on topographical maps used in Tasmania (and Australia), AGD 66, Australian Geodetic 
Datum 1966 and GDA94 [often just GDA], Geocentric Datum of Australia 1994. 
 

There is a substantial difference between these datums and if you mix them your error will be about 215 metres, 
quite a significant difference if navigating in very low visibility conditions. 
 

To convert a six-figure ADG 66 coordinate to GDA add 1 to the Easting and 2 to the northing. So an ADG 66 
reference of 603216 becomes 604218 – this is accurate to about 10m, insignificant given that a six-figure 
coordinate is accurate to ±50m in all directions. 
 

If you find a map mentioning WGS 84 this is essentially the same as GDA. 
 
 

GPS Coordinates 
 
Your GPS display, once set to UTM/UPS [Position Format] and ADG66/GDA [Map Datum], will show your position in 
a window something like that below: 

 
 This translates as:  55 G     0522976 

UTM    5256117 
Grid Zone Easting 
Projection Northing 



 
A GPS displays a position location estimate to the nearest metre but we read a map to the nearest 100m.  
 

For example if we look at a map and estimate our Easting position to 3 figure accuracy we read off the horizontal 
grid number to the left of our estimate position then estimate how far we are across the square, if roughly half way 
across the square our third figure in the reference would be a 5. 

 
Looking at a real example; on the map section 
shown find the junction of Ruby Creek and 
Corduroy Creek; it’s approximately 2km south 
of the western end of Blue Lake. 
 
I would quote that position as 785572. 
 
The 5 in the Easting is fairly unequivocal but in 
the northing some people would quote 572, 
some 573, a difference of 100 metres but with 
a feature such as a creek junction not a major 
problem. 
Looking for a geo-cache with this sort of 
accuracy would however be a ‘looking for a 
needle in a haystack’ situation. 
 

A GPS might display:  55 G 0578476 these figures show location to nearest metre 
   UTM 5457259 
 

Working from the right-hand side of these numbers, first figure is units, second is tens, third is hundreds and fourth  
is thousands. On a map the grid numbers are every km or thousand metres and therefore correspond to the 4th and 
5th figures [from the right] in our GPS coordinates. 
 

To arrive at a coordinate we can use on our map we need to “drop” the last two digits on both coordinates, only 
using them to round up or down the 3rd figure.  
The above GPS coordinates converted to a six-figure map coordinate would generate 785573. 
 
 
 

Essential Actions 
 

To match your GPS to the maps we use: 
 

 set the Position Format to UTM/UPS 
 

 set the Map Datum to AGD 66 or GDA 
 you always have to look at the legend on the map you are using to decide which datum to use 

o practice doing this as it is a regular action 
o be aware of “yellow” AGD 66 and “picture” GDA 1:25 000 topos being carried by your group! 

 since 2003 TASMAP maps appears to be using GDA exclusively 
 prior to 2001 TASMAP maps seem to be AGD 66 
 I have two maps published in 2002, one in AGD 66, one in GDA 

 

 While you are in the Units menu set parameters such as Distance, Altitude, Temperature to metric units 
 

 Set North Reference to either GRID or MAGNETIC [your choice but you must know which one you are using] 
 

 What you do with pressure is up to you, hectopascals and millibar are essential the same 
 Time is irrelevant but perhaps a good idea to set to AEST (EST / Sydney) rather than UTC (Universal 

Coordinate Time is usual default) EST = UTC + 10 
o I’ve had varying degrees of success with Auto adjust to DST so now do this manually 
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